Some current controversies in paediatric regional anaesthesia.
Controversial topics in paediatric regional anaesthesia are discussed. The performance of blocks under general anaesthesia, new local anaesthetics, adjuvants, location techniques, and risks of masking compartment syndromes are contemplated. The performance of regional blocks in anaesthetized patients is generally contra-indicated in adults but accepted in children. Levobupivacaine displays the same pharmacokinetic profile as racemic bupivacaine with possibly less cardiac toxicity. Ropivacaine undergoes slower absorption and, in some studies, concomitant increase in peak plasma concentration in infants. Conversely, continuous infusion of ropivacaine offers the safest therapeutic index. Many adjuvants have been used but only epinephrine, clonidine, and preservative-free ketamine offer clear advantages. Midazolam and neostigmine are effective but have potential drawbacks and raise safety questions. Needle and catheter positioning is critical. Electrocardiogram guidance and electrical stimulation occasionally help identify the migration of epidural catheters. Stimulating catheters might be useful for continuous peripheral blockade. Ultrasonography will probably become the reference technique for peripheral catheter placement. Patients at risk of compartment syndrome must be monitored (measurement of compartmental pressures); adequate pain management does not 'hide' this complication but, on the contrary, can facilitate early diagnosis since the increase in requirement for pain medication precedes other clinical symptoms by an average of 7.3 h.